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On Future – Reading

“(God alone is) the knower of the unseen; He does not reveal His secrets unto anyone, except
unto that of the Apostles whom He chooses ………………..” (Qur’an, 72:26-27).

East Africa is teeming with “wise men” who claim to know the destiny of every person (except their own,
of course). People talk about African or pagan superstitions; but, in fact, this is a field which has no racial
or religious bar. Muslims, Christians and pagans; Indians, Africans and Europeans: all are victim of this
hoax. There is complete “integration” of races and tenets in this area.

According to the Qur’an, only God knows the future; and He informs His chosen apostles of the coming
events when and if He wishes. But in East Africa almost every book-shop (especially so, if it is owned by
a Muslim) has one or more books purporting to reveal the future of anybody who can afford a few
shillings. The operative words is “shillings”.

There was a time when primitive people believed that their lives were governed by sun, moon and other
natural phenomena. They started worshipping the sun and/or moon. That superstition gave birth to
astrology, which claimed that the destiny of every person was governed by seven “stars” which rotate
around 12 ‘houses”. Thus the destinies of the whole mankind (numbering more than 3,000,000,000
persons, at present) is listed under 12 groups.

Man, thy name is naivety. Many people believe in such forecasts, though all must be aware that the
destiny of one man is as different from all the world as his thumb-impression.

These “wise men” know the weakness of human nature. They know that if they forecast 100 events, at
least a certain percentage will come out to be true. (And this can be done by any shrewd person without
any help from astrology). Then they bank their propaganda on the small percentage which comes to
pass, conveniently forgetting what proved false.

Their forecasts, for the most part, are vague and capable of meaning whatever the astrologer would like
them to mean in any future eventuality. There is a story of a “wise man” who informed his client that his
wife (who was pregnant) would give birth to “son not daughter”. Thus he made sure that he would prove
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right in any event. If she gave birth to son, he would say: “I had already forecasted “son: not daughter”.
Otherwise, the prophecy would be interpreted as “son not; daughter”.
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